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Predictive Direct Torque Control for Flux and
Torque Ripple Reduction

Jef Beerten, Student Member, IEEE, Jan Verveckken, Student Member, IEEE, Johan Driesen Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, a prediction scheme is presented to
diminish both the torque and flux ripple in a Direct Torque
Control (DTC) induction motor drive. In a discrete implementa-
tion of the classical DTC scheme, the time delay associated with
data processing results in an additional torque and flux ripple.
This part of the ripples can amount to a significant fraction
of the overall ripple if the hysteresis bands are comparable
to the maximum torque and flux variations in one sampling
interval. This paper presents a prediction scheme with a low
computational complexity and a low parameter sensitivity, both
comparable to the standard DTC scheme. The prediction scheme
can easily be extended to compensate for multiple time delays
when the sampling frequency is raised but the computation time
remains unchanged. Experimental results show the diminishing
effect of the prediction scheme on the torque and flux ripples.

Index Terms—Direct Torque Control, Predictive Control, In-
duction Machine Torque Control, Discrete Time Systems

NOMENCLATURE

B Time interval for gate signals communication

Bψs
Width of stator flux hysteresis band

Bin Width of inner torque hysteresis band

Bout Width of outer torque hysteresis band

b Calculated values of Tel, ψs, θψs

CT Torque hysteresis controller output

Cψs
Stator flux hysteresis controller output

Cθ Sectant of the stator flux vector

d Decisions Cψs
, CT , Cθ

fs Sampling frequency

iabc Stator currents
~is Stator current vector

M Time interval for measurement communication

m Measured values of Udc, iabc
R Time interval for data calculation

Sabc Inverter switching signals

Tel Electromagnetic torque

Udc Inverter DC bus voltage

~us Stator voltage vector
~ψs Stator flux vector

θψs
Angular position of the stator flux vector

xN Nominal value of variable x
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x[k] Value of x corresponding to time instant t[k]
x̃ Estimated value of x
∆k+1

k x[k] Incremental change x[k] → x[k + 1]

I. INTRODUCTION

S
INCE its introduction, Direct Torque Control (DTC) has

become a powerful control scheme for the control of

induction motor (IM) drives. The standard DTC scheme [1],

[2] uses hysteresis comparators for the control of both sta-

tor flux magnitude and electromagnetic torque. This control

structure ideally keeps both controlled parameters within the

hysteresis bands and results in a non constant switching

frequency. However, when the DTC scheme is used in a

discrete implementation, both torque and flux exceed the

bands imposed by the hysteresis comparators, due to the fixed

sampling frequency. It is possible for the discrete scheme to

operate as an analog one if the hysteresis bounds are chosen

sufficiently large [3]. On the contrary, when the width of

the bands is comparable to the maximum torque and flux

variations during one sampling period, the excursions will be

relatively large, partly due to the time delay that is caused

by the data processing. Therefore, the sampling period is

an important factor determining the control performance and

switching frequency [4].

In the past, modified DTC based schemes have been pre-

sented in order to diminish the torque and flux ripple resulting

from a discrete implementation. The incorporation of Space

Vector Modulation (SVM) has shown to be an effective method

to lower the ripples. SVM-based DTC schemes calculate an

optimal reference voltage vector, that is thereafter applied to

the machine using SVM [5]. The incorporation of Sliding

Mode Control (SMC) into DTC-SVM has been presented in

[6]–[9]. As an alternative to SVM, a multilevel inverter can

also be used to increase the number of voltage vectors, as

demonstrated by [10]. In [11], a variable application time of

the voltage vectors during the sampling interval was presented,

by considering the time necessary to reach the hysteresis

bounds of the torque. However, the alternative schemes pre-

sented above operate in a rotating reference frame, which

makes them computationally more intensive than the basic

scheme.

Other schemes do not incorporate a transformation to a

rotating reference frame, which is regarded as one of the key

advantages of the basic DTC scheme. Romeral et al. [12]

presented a variable duty cycle DTC scheme based on Fuzzy

Logic to minimize the torque ripple. In [13], the torque ripple
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Fig. 1. Conventional DTC scheme with additive hysteresis torque comparator
[23]

is reduced by replacing the three level hysteresis comparator

by a more advanced torque controller. In order to reduce the

torque and current ripples, Casadei et al. [14] presented a DTC

scheme using Discrete SVM (DSVM) in combination with an

extended switching table. More recently, Casadei et al. [15]

presented a flux-weakening algorithm for DTC. Abad et al.

[16] presented a predictive DTC strategy for a doubly fed

induction machine in which the sampling period is divided in

3 variable time slots.

Recently, predictive DTC schemes are gaining increasing

interests in the literature. Correa et al. [17] presented a one-

step predictive torque control, using multilevel technology.

A predictive DTC algorithm for Synchronous Reluctance

Machines (SRM) was proposed in [18]. The scheme calculates

the switching instants of two possible active voltage vectors

to build the torque demand one step in advance. Recently,

Miranda et al. [19] developed a predictive torque control

strategy based on a discrete time state space machine model.

The scheme explicitly takes into account the time delay due

to the data processing by a two step prediction algorithm.

In [20], [21] a model predictive DTC scheme is presented

that predicts several future switch transitions, extrapolates the

output trajectories and chooses the sequence of voltage vectors

to keep flux and torque within their hysteresis bands while

reducing the switching frequency.

In this paper, the prediction scheme presented in [22] is

discussed in greater detail. This prediction algorithm can be

easily implemented as an extension of the basic DTC scheme

and compensates for the time delay due to the data processing.

Contrary to the model based predictive schemes discussed

above, this novel prediction algorithm does not need additional

motor parameters. The scheme uses only previously calculated

values of electromagnetic torque and flux. Furthermore, the

prediction scheme can be extended to compensate for multiple

delays when the data processing time cannot further be re-

duced. As discussed with the experimental results, this scheme

offers significant possibilities to reduce both the torque and

flux ripple.

II. DISCRETE DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL

In this section, both the origin and the effect of the time

delay resulting from a discrete implementation are discussed.

Furthermore, the influence of the sampling moment and the

numerical integration method for ~ψs are analyzed, which are

m[k]

M

d[k-1]
R

b[k]

U[k-1]
B

d[k]

U[k]

R

b[k+1]
M

m[k+1]
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t[k] t[k+1] t[k+2]

m[k+2]

d[k+1]

Fig. 2. Simplified data processing in a discrete implementation

the most important practical considerations for the prediction

scheme presented in the next section to operate properly.

A. Data processing time delay

The basic DTC scheme is presented in Fig. 1. A three-level

additive hysteresis torque comparator [23] is used in order to

obtain a symmetric hysteresis band around the reference value.

When this scheme is implemented on a discrete time base,

a finite time is needed to process the measured physical values

and to calculate the appropriate voltage vector that has to be

applied to the machine during the next sampling interval. This

is depicted schematically in Fig. 2. The sampled stator currents

iabc and DC bus voltage Udc are available from measurements.

In Fig. 2, the values of these sampled data at instants t[k]
are represented by m[k]. These measurements are sent to

the processing unit during the time interval M . Using the

corresponding gate signal series Sabc[k], the stator voltage

vector ~us[k], stator current vector ~is[k], stator flux magnitude

ψs[k] and angle θψs
[k] and the electromagnetic torque Tel[k]

are calculated. After comparing the values of ψs[k] and Tel[k]
to their reference values using hysteresis controllers, a voltage

vector is selected from a switching table. Hereby, the sectant

of the stator flux vector ~ψs[k] is taken into account via θψs
[k].

These calculations are performed during the interval R in Fig.

2. The most important values, on which the voltage vector

selection is based, are Tel[k],ψs[k] and θψs
[k], summarized as

b[k] in Fig. 2. The inputs to the switching table (Cψs
[k], CT [k]

and Cθ[k] from Fig. 1) are summarized as d[k] in Fig. 2. These

inputs determine the voltage vector ~us[k] that is applied during

the next sampling interval t[k + 1]→ t[k + 2]. The interval B
(Fig. 2) is used to send the appropriate decisions to the inverter.

Therefore, when an excursion of either torque or flux from

the hysteresis bands results from the measurements m[k] at

time instant t[k], the accompanying decision only starts to

have an effect at t[k+1]. As discussed in [22], this time delay

can account for a significant fraction of the overall excursion

of both torque Tel and stator flux ψs outside the hysteresis

bands. This is especially true when the maximum torque and

flux change achieved by a voltage vector ~us that is applied

during the entire sampling period Ts, is comparable to the

width of the respective hysteresis bands.

B. Influence of the sampling moment

In the previous analysis, it was assumed that the data are

sampled at the beginning of the sampling interval. It is clear

from Fig. 2 that the overall torque and flux changing effects of
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Fig. 3. Simplified data processing with measurements in the middle of the
sampling interval

voltage vectors applied during the entire sampling period can

be deduced directly from the measured data series m[k]. The

change from m[k]→m[k+1], and therefore b[k]→b[k+1] is a

result of voltage vector ~us[k−1] applied during t[k]→ t[k+1],
which again results from the measurements m[k − 1].

If the measurements are taken in the middle of the sampling

interval, as depicted in Fig. 3, it is clear that this relation no

longer holds. In this case, the effect of one voltage vector can

no longer be deduced from the data series b[k]. For example,

the change from b[k] to b[k + 1] is partly caused by both

~us[k − 1] and ~us[k].
In the prediction scheme presented in this paper, measure-

ments take place at the beginning of the sampling interval, as

discussed above. In the experimental setup, stator currents and

DC bus voltage are measured directly after a short dead time,

which has a negligible influence on the measurements.

C. Numerical integration method

Two commonly used time integration methods are the

backward and forward Euler scheme. In this section, it will be

shown that the forward Euler scheme most closely resembles

the real stator flux evolution, which has to be calculated

properly for the prediction scheme to operate correctly. A

discrete approximation for the stator flux evolution is given

by equations (1) - (2) , respectively using the backward and

forward Euler scheme. In these equations, the notation xk is

the value of the variable x at the time instant t[k].

~ψs,k+1 ≈ ~ψs,k +
(

~us,k+1 −Rs~is,k+1

)

· Ts (1)

~ψs,k+1 ≈ ~ψs,k +
(

~us,k −Rs~is,k

)

· Ts (2)

For the stator flux and current vector ~ψs,k = ~ψs[k] and ~is,k =
~is[k]. On the contrary, the stator voltage vector applied during

the interval t[k] → t[k + 1] is based on the decisions d[k −
1] from the previous sampling interval and therefore ~us,k =
~us[k − 1]. Equations (1) - (2) can thus be rewritten as (3) -

(4).

~ψs[k + 1] ≈ ~ψs[k] +
(

~us[k] −Rs~is[k + 1]
)

· Ts (3)

~ψs[k + 1] ≈ ~ψs[k] +
(

~us[k − 1] −Rs~is[k]
)

· Ts (4)

The result from the forward Euler scheme most closely re-

sembles the real value of the stator flux magnitude at the time

instant t[k+1]. From Fig. 2, it is clear that the backward Euler

scheme results in a stator flux that closely resembles the value

at t[k + 2] instead of t[k + 1]. The backward Euler scheme

results in an erroneous torque value since Tel[k + 1] will be

calculated as the cross product of ~is[k + 1] and a flux that

closely resembles ~ψs[k+2]. On the contrary, with the forward

Euler scheme, Tel is calculated as the cross product of ~is and
~ψs at the same instant. In this way, the incremental changes

in ~is and ~ψs are caused by the same voltage vector, which is

necessary for the prediction scheme to operate properly.

III. PREDICTION ALGORITHM

In this section, a prediction scheme is presented to remove

the part of the torque and flux ripple caused by the time delay

described in the previous section. As discussed in [22], this

part of the ripple can amount to a significant part of the overall

ripple when the widths of the hysteresis bands are of the

same order of magnitude as the maximum torque and flux

variations during one sampling interval. An extension of this

prediction scheme is presented as well, in order to double the

sampling frequency when it is limited due to data-processing

time restrictions. Finally, four dimensionless quantities are

defined to evaluate the effectiveness of the prediction scheme

in lowering both the torque and flux ripples.

A. Basic principles

The standard DTC scheme has a large robustness to param-

eter variations since only the stator resistance Rs is needed

to calculate ~ψs [24]. Alternative DTC schemes (recently [10],

[11], [16], [19]) often incorporate inverse motor models to

estimate the torque and flux variations, which makes these

schemes less robust to motor parameter variations. The pre-

diction scheme presented in this paper, on the contrary, only

makes use of previously calculated values of Tel, ψs and θψs
.

These values are only sensitive to variations in Rs via the time

integration in (4). Furthermore, the predictive scheme does not

use a transformation to a rotating dq-reference frame, which

results in computational efforts comparable to the basic DTC

scheme.

As described in the previous section, if the measurements

are taken in the beginning of each sampling interval, the

incremental changes in Tel, ψs and θψs
are the result of the

voltage vector applied during the previous sampling interval.

From Fig. 2, it is seen that a decision d[k] based on a

approximation b̃[k+ 1] instead of b[k], would compensate the

additional torque and flux excursion caused by the time delay.

In order to classify the torque and flux changing effects of

the different voltage vectors, a distinction is made between

different types of voltage vectors. When DTC is implemented

using a 2-level Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), 8 different

voltage vectors, of which only 6 are classified as active

voltage vectors, can be applied to the machine [25]. However,

depending on the sectant of the stator flux Cθ, different voltage

vectors are used to control torque and flux. The distinction

between the different voltage vectors put forward in this paper

is therefore not based on the inverter switching states, but

on the different hysteresis output values of CT and Cψs
.

The 5 different types of voltage vectors resulting from this

classification are depicted in Table I.
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Fig. 4. Prediction algorithm: (a) Storage registers (e.g. for ∆Tel) (b) Alternative implementation of the hysteresis comparators

TABLE I
TYPES OF VOLTAGE VECTORS

Type I II III IV V

CT +1 0 -1

Cψs
-1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1

TABLE II
EXCHANGE OF THE PREDICTIONS AT SECTANT CROSSINGS

∆̃Tel, ∆̃θψs

∆̃ψs

ωψs
> 0 ωψs

< 0

I → II I → II −I → II

II → I −II → I II → I

IV → V −IV → V IV → V

V → IV V → IV −V → IV

From Fig. 2 it is clear that an estimation b̃[k+1] is needed to

seemingly base the decision d[k] on b[k+1] instead of b[k]. In

the proposed prediction algorithm, the unknown change from

b[k]→ b[k + 1] can be estimated using the decision d[k − 1]
by which it is caused. Since b[k] is known from the measured

data m[k], the estimation b̃[k + 1] can be rewritten as b[k] +
∆̃k+1

k b[k].
The prediction algorithm put forward in this paper uses

5 registers to store the incremental changes in torque ∆Tel,
stator flux magnitude ∆ψs and stator flux angle ∆θψs

by the

5 types of voltage vectors.

Fig. 4 shows how these incremental changes of Tel are

stored temporarily and serve as a prediction ∆̃k+1

k b[k] to base

the decisions d[k] on b̃[k + 1] instead of b[k]. The hysteresis

outputs d[k − 1] determine the type of voltage vector applied

during the time interval t[k] → t[k + 1]. The incremental

changes that are stored in the corresponding memories serve as

predictions ∆̃k+1

k b[k], which are added to the calculated values

of ψs[k], Tel[k] and θψs
[k] as shown in Fig. 4b. Meanwhile,

the now available incremental changes ∆k
k−1b[k] are stored in

the memory corresponding to the type of voltage vector that

has caused this incremental change, as shown in Fig. 4a.

At system start-up, the predictions are reset to zero. There-

fore, as long as a certain type of voltage vector has not yet

been applied, the corresponding prediction is equal to zero.

When the voltage vector is used for the first time, the control

β

α

~ψs

~ψs

ωψs

~usIIa
~usIa

~usIIb

~usIb

sectant a

sectant b

(a)

~ψs

d

q

~usIIa

~usIb

~usIa

~usIIb

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Change of applied voltage vector at a sectant crossing of the
stator flux linkage (b) dq-components in a statorflux fixed reference frame

scheme momentarily acts as the conventional DTC scheme for

one sampling period.

B. Sectant crossings

When the stator flux ~ψs crosses a sectant boundary, the

incremental changes that are stored in the memories do no

longer provide an accurate representation of the flux and

torque changing effects of their corresponding types of voltage

vector. This is due to the fact that the voltage vectors applied

to the machine change when the stator flux sectant changes, as

dictated by the switching table. In order to provide an accurate

prediction after a sextant change, the registers for the different

voltage vectors are exchanged, corresponding to the flux- and

torque producing capabilities of the different voltage vectors

at the sectant crossing.

Fig. 5a graphically depicts the change of the torque increas-

ing voltage vectors (type I and II) when ~ψs moves from one

sectant to another. Fig. 5b depicts the d- and q-components

of the applied voltage vectors in a stator flux linkage fixed

reference frame at a sectant crossing. In [26], it is shown that

the d-component is responsible for the change of the stator

flux magnitude ψs whereas the q-component is responsible

for the stator flux angular speed and therefore the change in

both stator flux angle θψs
and the torque Tel.

Analyzing the components of the different types of voltage

vectors in the dq-reference frame at the sectant crossing (Fig.

5b) results in the exchanges presented in Table II. For the

exchanges related to the stator flux magnitude, the rotational
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direction of the stator flux vector ~ψs (i.e. ωψs
) has to be

taken into account, since the d-axis projections are equal in

magnitude but opposite in sign, as shown in Fig. 5b.

C. Additional time delay

In the experimental setup, which is discussed further on, the

sampling frequency was limited due to the time needed for the

data processing. The prediction scheme was extended in order

to introduce an additional time delay, as shown in Fig. 6. This

offers the possibility to double the sampling frequency, while

maintaining the same overall data processing time.

As a second step the prediction scheme was extended to

compensate for this additional time delay, by basing the deci-

sion d[k] on estimations T̃el[k+2], ψ̃s[k+2] and θ̃ψs
[k+2]. The

real and yet unknown values b[k + 2] are now approximately

written as b̃[k + 2] = b[k] + ∆̃k+1

k b[k] + ∆̃k+2

k+1
b[k].

This extended prediction scheme, intended to provide a

compensation for multiple time delays without additional

computational efforts, is used to further increase both sampling

and switching frequency, hence resulting in lower torque, flux

and current ripples.

D. Ripple reduction evaluation

To address the effect of the prediction scheme on the torque

and flux ripples in a general way, four dimensionless quantities

are introduced in this part.

The Hysteresis Excursion Coefficient HECx, as defined in

(5), describes the ability to maintain the controlled quantity x,

which can be either Tel or ψs, within the hysteresis bands. It is

defined as the average fraction of the overall ripple outside the

hysteresis bands (with 2Bx the width of the hysteresis band).

HECx =

∫ t2

t1

max 0, |x− x∗| −Bx
|x− x∗|

dt (5)

It therefore compares the control behavior of the discrete

scheme to that of an analog implementation, in which the

control scheme can maintain the torque and stator flux inside

the hysteresis bands, with the exception of a stator flux

breakdown when a zero voltage vector is applied. This quantity

determines to what extent the prediction scheme improves the

hysteresis control.

The Deviation from Reference Factor (DRFx), as defined

in (6), takes into account the deviation of x from the reference

value x∗, by normalizing the average deviation to the nominal

FPGA

IM

USER PC

SERVER

ENCODER

real time
ethernetethernet

i abc

U dc

ω A/D PWM output

Fig. 7. Experimental setup

value xN . This quantity is a measure to determine the overall

ripple reduction.

DRFx =

∫ t2

t1

|x− x∗|

xN
dt (6)

When the hysteresis bands are chosen relatively large, a

smaller fraction of the overall ripple is located outside the

hysteresis band, resulting in a low value of HECx. This is

accounted for by both DRFx and the Sampling Frequency

Coefficient (SFCx), which is defined as the sampling fre-

quency fs to the maximum switching frequency in an analog

implementation, as shown in (7). This maximum switching

frequency can be approximately calculated as the inverse of

the time necessary to cross the entire hysteresis band 2Bx
when the derivative of x is at maximum.

SFCx =
fs

dx
dt

∣

∣

max
/(2 ·Bx)

(7)

This coefficient SFCx is a measure for the exploitation of

the control abilities available in the discrete implementation.

A value of SFC > 1 indicates that the hysteresis bands

are chosen larger than the maximum variation of x in one

sampling period Ts, whereas a small value SFC < 1 indicates

that, in the worst case, the entire hysteresis band can be

crossed in one sampling period. With increasing hysteresis

bands, this quantity will increase accordingly to indicate that

more stringent reductions could be used for the hysteresis

bands. It must be stressed upon that the real torque variation

during one sampling interval is not constant and it depends on

both the operation condition and the position of ~ψs when the

voltage vector is applied as shown in [26]. Therefore, using

the maximum derivative can be considered as a ’worst case’.

Finally, the quantities from (5)-(7) are multiplied to obtain

the Total Excursion Coefficient (TECx), shown in (8).

TECx = HECx ×DRFx × SFCx (8)

These quantities will be used in the next section to analyze

the effectiveness of the control scheme at reducing the ripples.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7,

in which the induction motor (IM) is fed by a 2-level Voltage

Source Inverter (VSI). The motor parameters are given in

Table III. The torque reference for the DTC loop is generated

by a speed control loop, with the motor speed obtained by
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP PARAMETERS

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of pole pairs p 1

Nominal power (kW) PN 4

Nominal speed (RPM) nN 2850

Nominal frequency (Hz) fN 50

Nominal torque (Nm) Tel 13.4

Line Voltage (V) UN 230

Stator inductance (mH) Ls 102

Rotor inductance (mH) Lr 103

Stator resistance (mΩ) Rs 451

Rotor resistance (mΩ) Rr 532

Iron loss shunt resistance (Ω) RFe 217

Mechanical inertia (kgm2) J 0.0131

Stator flux linkage reference (Wb) ψ∗s 0.5

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS

Case Type
fs Bin Bout Bψs

(kHz) (Nm) (Nm) (mWb)

A Conventional DTC 10 0.75 7 2.50

B Predictive DTC 10 0.75 7 2.50

C Ext. predictive DTC 20 0.75 7 2.50

D Ext. predictive DTC 20 0.30 3 1.25

measurement with a 1024 pulse incremental rotary encoder.

The VSI is part of the Triphase rapid-prototyping platform [27]

whose latest experimental prototype is described in [28]. The

platform uses the power electronic hardware of a commercial

KEB 16.F5.C16-360A inverter of which the original control

circuits are replaced by an Altera Cyclone II EP2C Field

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The FPGA handles dead

time generation, stator currents, dc bus voltage and encoder

measurements. The FPGA communicates the measured values

in real-time to a Xenomai extended Linux based server, from

which it also receives the reference output voltages for the

next control cycle. The server is connected to a user PC from

which a control program, constructed in Matlab/Simulink, is

compiled to the server. This user PC also communicates to

the Linux based server to exchange measurements and control

variables.

The sampling frequencies and the width of the hysteresis

bands for stator flux linkage and torque for the different

experimental configurations are given in Table IV. The width

of the hysteresis bands is in the order of magnitude of the

maximum torque and flux variations during one sampling

interval. Fig. 8 shows a detailed picture of torque and stator

flux for a constant torque and flux reference in a conventional

DTC scheme. A relatively large fraction of the overall ripple

is caused by the data-processing time delay. Fig. 9 shows

the diminishing effect of the predictive DTC scheme on both

torque and flux ripples.

In the experimental setup, the sampling frequency is limited

to 10 kHz due to data-processing time restrictions. As dis-

cussed above, the prediction scheme can be extended in order

to provide a compensation for the additional time delay that
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Fig. 8. Conventional DTC: Torque (a) and flux (b). Configuration: Case A,
ω = 100 rad/s, Tload = 11 Nm
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Fig. 9. Predictive DTC: Torque (a) and flux (b). Configuration: Case B,
ω = 100 rad/s, Tload = 11 Nm
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Fig. 10. Extended predictive DTC: Torque (a) and flux (b). Configuration:
Case D, ω = 100 rad/s, Tload = 11 Nm

is introduced in order to leave the calculation time unaltered

when the sampling frequency is raised to 20 kHz. Since the

sampling period is diminished, the maximum torque and flux

variations during one sampling period become smaller as well.

Therefore the hysteresis bands are chosen smaller (case D) in

order to exploit the additional control options. The extended

predictive DTC scheme results in an additional reduction of

both the torque and flux ripple, as shown in Fig. 10. The

values of rms torque ripples are given in Fig. 11 for different

values of motor speed and motor loads. As observed from Fig.

11, the predictive DTC scheme (case B) improves the steady-

state torque ripple performance. The extended predictive DTC

scheme (case C) reduces the torque ripple further. An even

further reduction is possible by decreasing the hysteresis bands

accordingly (case D).

Fig. 12 shows the incremental changes in torque and stator
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Fig. 12. Torque predictions (a) and flux predictions (b). Configuration: Case
B, ω = 200 rad/s and Tload = 11 Nm

flux magnitude that are stored and serve as predictions in the

predictive DTC scheme for voltage vectors I → III . These

incremental changes, that result from the calculated values

of torque and flux, closely resemble the theoretical values

derived in [11] where an induction motor model is used for the

predictions. However, the predictive DTC scheme presented in

this paper does not need such a model since the predictions

are based on previously calculated values of torque and flux

changes. When the working conditions vary, the changes are

reflected in the measured values of torque and flux, and are

therefore automatically and instantaneously adopted by the

prediction scheme, resulting in a decreased torque and flux

ripple at different operation speeds and loads. The abrupt

variations of the incremental torque and flux changes that

can be observed in Fig. 12 result from sectant crossings.

This justifies the exchange of the storage registers at sectant

crossings, as proposed in section III-B.

Fig. 13 shows the beneficial effects of the predictive scheme

on the stator currents. The predictive DTC scheme (Fig. 13b)

significantly reduces the ripple that exists in a conventional

DTC scheme (Fig. 13a). The extended predictive scheme with

an additional time delay and a higher sampling frequency (Fig.

13c) further improves the stator current ripple.

In order to numerically verify the effect of the prediction

scheme on the ripples, the dimensionless quantities defined

in the previous section are calculated for the experiments of

which extracts are shown in Figs. 8 - 10. Additionally, an

experiment was carried out at 20 kHz, but with the same
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Fig. 13. Stator currents: (a) Conventional DTC (case A), (b) Predictive DTC
(case B) and (c) extended predictive DTC (case D). ω = 200 rad/s and
Tload = 11 Nm

hysteresis bands as with the 10 kHz experimental setup

(case C). The maximum torque and stator flux magnitude

derivatives are obtained from the calculated values and are

equal to 26.15Nm/ms and 0.175Wb/ms respectively. The

experiments are carried out using constant torque and flux

references T ∗

el as discussed above, during a time frame of

200 ms. Tables V and VI summarize the results.

Comparing HEC and DRF for cases A and B, it can be

concluded that the prediction scheme greatly diminishes both

torque and flux ripples, which was already visible in Figs. 8

- 10. Comparing HECT and HECψs
for both cases A and

B, it is seen that the hysteresis bands for the flux are more

stringent than those of the torque, resulting in a larger fraction

outside the hysteresis bands. However, this is accounted for

by SFC, where SFCψs
< SFCT . A part of the higher

value of HECψs
, compared to HECT , is due to the fact

that the zero voltage vectors cause a stator flux breakdown at

sectant crossings, which can force ψs outside the hysteresis

bands, even when a flux increase is commanded. When the

sampling frequency is increased but the hysteresis bands are

left unaltered (cases B and C), the portion of the ripple

outside the hysteresis bands diminishes (HEC) as well as the

overall ripple (DRF ). However, the accompanying increase of

SFC indicates lower computational efficiency. The increase
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TABLE V
DIMENSIONLESS TORQUE RIPPLE EVALUATION QUANTITIES

Case HECT DRFT SFCT TECT

A 0.558 0.113 0.574 0.036

B 0.346 0.067 0.574 0.013

C 0.188 0.048 1.147 0.010

D 0.411 0.031 0.459 0.006

TABLE VI
DIMENSIONLESS STATOR FLUX RIPPLE EVALUATION QUANTITIES

Case HECψs
DRFψs

SFCψs
TECψs

A 0.764 0.017 0.286 0.0036

B 0.596 0.009 0.286 0.0015

C 0.552 0.008 0.571 0.0024

D 0.705 0.006 0.286 0.0012

of TECψs
indicates that the relatively small decrease of flux

ripple does not justify doubling the switching frequency while

leaving the flux hysteresis bands unaltered. Diminishing the

hysteresis bands (case D) results in smaller ripples (DRF ),

but with a larger fraction outside of the hysteresis bands

(HEC).

V. CONCLUSION

The novel prediction scheme presented in this paper uses

only previously calculated values of torque and flux, which

results in a low computational complexity, comparable to

the conventional DTC scheme. The prediction scheme uses

incremental changes in stator flux magnitude, stator flux angle

and electromagnetic torque, which are stored in memories

and used as a prediction in order to compensate for the time

delay caused by the data processing. The scheme can be easily

extended to raise the sampling frequency, while maintaining

the same computation time. This extended prediction scheme

including multiple predictions further diminishes the ripples

when the data processing time forms a restrictive parameter.

The experimental results here presented show the effectiveness

of the novel prediction scheme in diminishing both torque and

flux ripples at different loads and speeds. The dimensionless

quantities introduced in this paper take into account the effect

of the width of hysteresis bands and the limitations due

to the fixed sampling frequency. This offers the possibility

to quantify the ripple reduction of the prediction scheme.

The values of these quantities demonstrate the significant

reduction of both torque and flux ripple resulting from the

prediction scheme. Furthermore, it is shown that an extension

of the prediction scheme to increase the sampling frequency

is only meaningful when the hysteresis bands are reduced

appropriately.
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